
Discovering the landscape beauties of ETNA, the largest volcano in Europe (3,340 meters above sea level). 

Our excursion starts from the Sapienza Refuge, at 1,900 meters and you have the possibility to continue by cable
car up to 2,500 meters. We have the opportunity to have a coffee or a hot drink and then continue on a 4 x 4 off-
road vehicle up to 3,000 meters, accompanied by skilled mountain guides. 

A breathtaking view to be enchanted. 

Continue to Taormina, famous for the Film Festival and for its renowned monuments: Greek Theater, Palazzo
Corvaja and the admiration of Isola Bella, through the Mazzaro' funicular.

Excursion program

At 07h00 * am departure from Cefalu' at the railway station or your hotel where you stay overnight. Visit of ETNA,
the highest volcano in Europe (3,340 meters). Arrival at ETNA SUD, Sapienza Refuge for 10.00 am with an altitude
of 1,900 meters. Free time and possibility to climb up to 3,000 meters above sea level (cable car + 4 x 4 off-road
vehicle) with mountain guides (duration 2 hours). Transfer to TAORMINA, pearl of the Mediterranean, suspended
like a flowered balcony on the Ionian Sea overlooking the Bay of Giardini Naxos. Visit with your tour guide of
Taormina to visit its renowned historic center: Palazzo Corvaja, Greek Theater (extra and optional ticket) and the
belvedere, where we admire the famous ISOLA BELLA.
Free time for shopping, main street of the historic center: Corso Umberto.

At 4h30 pm   Meeting at Porta Messina with your tour guide and return to Cefalu '.

    Expected return to Cefalu 'at 7h00 pm                   PRICE: Euro 70.00 per person  

 

- Transfer by GT BUS to the various hotels where our customers stay. Final stop is the Cefalu' railway station.

* The departure time is variable in relation to the collection point (pick up).

 

The price includes: the GT coach trip, licensed tour guide in Taormina and return to Cefalu'.

The price does not include: the trip on the cable car and  jeep, the mountain guide, walking tour with a mountain
guide, entrance ticket to the Greek Theater.

Find out more ... visit website
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